
 

 

 

 

 

EASTER BUNNIES 

Hello everyone! 

As we head towards the Easter holidays here is an activity aimed at brightening up a 

windowsill, table or shelf or could even be part of an egg hunt! 

 

 

1. Using waste card (we used a pizza box) draw two simple bunny shapes (it works well if they 

are a sort of reflection of each other. Make sure the bottom of the bunny is drawn close to a 
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straight edge of the card rather than in the middle. Cut out your shapes leaving a couple of 

centimetres from the bottom of your bunny and the bottom of the card.  

 

  

 

2. Draw around the bunny shapes on to colour paper.  

  

3. Cut out the bunny shapes from the colour paper and stick it to the card shapes with a glue 

stick. Trim any edges if the paper is a little too big.  

 

  

4. Cut two slits about an inch long from the bottom to the centre of the bunnies as pictured. 

Cut two rectangles of card per bunny to fit in the slits so that the bunnies can stand up. 

  

5. Add decoration to the bunnies either using pens/crayons, paint or collaged pieces of paper.  

  



 

Add your decorated bunnies to your Easter egg hunt or use them as decoration! You could 

also leave them as flat bunnies and make them into Easter cards. 

 

  

 

Add your decorated bunnies to your Easter egg hunt or use them as decoration! You could 

also leave them as flat bunnies and make them into Easter cards. 

 

 

 

We would love to see what you make, share your work on social media and 

tag @platformglasgow and use the hashtags #satartclub  #artistsudio if you can! 

 

Or email photos to info@platform-online.co.uk with a note of your name, age and if you are happy 

for us to share with our followers. 

 

HOME SCHOOL ART CLUB 

Saturday Art Club activities are perfect to add to art tasks as part of the school day or maybe 

for something extra to do. All our past activities since last spring are up on our website for 

you to use any time of the week - check out the links to see what activity you might do next! : 

) 

Art Club at home #1 

Art Club at home #2 

 

 

 

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram @platformglasgow or visit the Platform 

website here. 
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